
JULY 22 to JULY 30



We’re back. After a year to think about how a rural film festival is still relevant today, The Grey Zone Collective has 

resurfaced: invigorated and re-awakened to the importance of place that has always been at the heart of the 

Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film. For me personally, the potential of art and art institutions like this festival to 

contribute to social change, drives my work as both administrator and as an artist.

Space

While I enjoy watching superhero or Star Wars movies (yes, you read that right!), there is a place that sits maybe 

on the left side of my heart, where an artist’s vision reaches inside. These filmmakers create intimate windows that 

indicate things about myself I might not have thought about or felt was important to me. It’s the slow reveal of the 

dis-covering that lures me in. Some films are instantly relatable, others enthrall, and some unsettle. The beauty of 

compelling short films, multimedia performances, and video projections is that they can act as a catalyst to open 

a space in which possibilities beyond the art itself arise. These spaces foster dialogue around perhaps unfamiliar 

perspectives, disable our certainty about the world while challenging us to make new connections – between 

ideas, between forms and between people. There will be multiple ways to experience the moving image 

collectively – installation, indoor and outdoor screenings, pub talks and a workshop.

Place

One of the guiding principles of the Fabulous 

Festival of Fringe Film this year is to begin to 

expand our definition of ‘local’. If we consider 

the Saugeen Ojibway Nation traditional terri-

tory itself as a model, perhaps we can learn 

something about how we think of ‘others’; of 

how we think of borders and of how we think 

of belonging. Traditional territories are nebulous 

swaths of land defined by river watersheds. The 

fringes of these territories are about as defined 

and constant as that of a river or shoreline. 

Along these ambiguous edges, people butt up 

against each other – negotiating relationships 

as they threaten each other’s identities while 

simultaneously enriching them. It’s going to feel a 

little awkward; a little unfamiliar; a little threatening 

when we think in terms of ‘our’ festival or ‘their festival.’ We hope it is neither. We hope that by having a nebulous 

border, many will feel welcome. 

Culture

Thinking about the large tract of traditional territory of the Saugeen Ojibway Nation, our diverse group of guest 

programmers, will present multiple perspectives on what land means to them. Kate Barry (Vancouver), 

Elwood Jimmy (Guelph), Native Art Department International (NYC) a.k.a Maria Hupfield and Jason Lujan, (NYC), 

jes sachse (Toronto), Clayton Windatt (North Bay) offer their curatorial perspectives while amplifying their own 

artistic voices. All are established artists themselves. Check out the programmers’ impressive bios and the other 

places they are connected to, on our website! Through partnerships, we co-present Wapikoni Cinema on Tour; 

ImagineNATIVE @ Sauble Beach; and Caroline Klimek, a PhD Candidate at York University, who will program 

student work from the Department of Cinema and Media Arts. 

WELCOME

Saugeen Ojibway Nation Traditional Territory*



Collectivity 

An amazing team has brought this festival together. Many thanks go to the founding members of the Grey Zone 

Collective: Tony Massett, Phil Hoffman and former member, Myke Dyer; former Artistic Director and ongoing mem-

ber of the GZC, Corinna Ghaznavi, and Leslie Supnet, who invigorates the Collective with her young energy.  I’d 

also like to officially welcome Adrian Kahgee as a new member of The Grey Zone Collective and our community 

co- ordinator. She is from Saugeen First Nation and our discussions have been instrumental in honing our focus on 

space and place, and in asking how the film festival could be a mechanism to re/awaken our treaty obligations. 

Our partners have guided us over the long process of planning and we thank them for generously supporting our 

efforts: Saugeen First Nation #29, AKIMBO, The Garafraxa Café, Glencolton Farms, Vtape, Hanover Drive-In The-

atre, Jest Arts, ImagineNATIVE, Wapikoni, Durham Art Gallery, Durham Arena, The Breakfast Nook, York University’s 

Department of Cinema and Media Arts, and the Scenic City Film Festival. We are immeasurably grateful to our 

funders, the Canada Council for the Arts, Ontario Arts Council, and Canada Summer Jobs, who have all invested 

in our collective imagining of a re-awakened treaty.

We invite you to join us on this moving picture adventure, sit with us in conversation and share your experiences in 

person and on social media. We want your feedback! We need spaces to hang out with each other - to share our 

different cultures, perspectives, abilities and experiences. We’re simply using film and video as a beacon to show 

people where some of those spaces are. Our guest programmers have selected artists to help define these new 

spaces. This is just one way to engage in the process of recognizing we are all treaty people. There is a great deal 

of work to be done and it’s time for non-Indigenous people to take action. 

Many thanks to:

Chief Lester Anoquot and Band Council

Staff at Saugeen First Nation (Anissa Nashkewa, Jennifer Kewageshig, Lori Kewaquom, Benson Coulson)

Pamela Hopwood, writing and publicity

Clint Enns, technician

Michelle Gay, design

Ronan Bryson, videographer

Lisa Sammut and Laura Blaney, volunteers

& all the volunteers and contributors who have come on board since writing this message.

All the local and visiting patrons/viewers/attendees – you’re why we do what we do!

This festival is a collaborative effort – thank you all for your contributions and being a part of it.

Debbie Ebanks Schlums, artistic director

* “Conducting Archaeology within the Traditional Territory of the Saugeen Ojibway Nation: Process and Standards for Approval 

Authorities, Development Proponents and Consultant  Archaeologists,”Saugeen Environment Office, June 2011, p.3

Saturday, July 22, 2017
8:30 PM @ Sauble Beach

Festival Openings

Thursday, July 27, 2017 
7 PM @ The Garafraxa Café+



Saturday, July 22
8:30 pm @ Sauble Beach
Saugeen Opening: Join us!

At Sunset @ Sauble Beach
Things I Can’t Tell You 
by Randall Okita (Toronto)   

Followed by ... 
Short Films from Turtle Island 
Co-presenters: ImagineNATIVE

* Free Screenings *

Thursday, July 27

7 pm @ The Garafraxa Café
Durham Opening  : Join us!

9 pm  @ Hanover Drive-In Theatre
I Am Anishinabe 
by Allison Ladd (Saugeen First Nation)

Followed by   ...
Go “Pop-Culture” Yourself 
(Indigenous Specific Showcase)
Programmer: Clayton Windatt (North Bay)

$ 5 per person or free with Festival Pass

Friday, July 28

2 pm  @ The Garafraxa Café
Pub Talks

5 pm  @ The Garafraxa Café
Always Ours 
Programmers: Elwood Jimmy, (Guelph); 
jes sachse (Toronto)

$ 5 per person or free with Festival Pass

8:30 pm @ James Mason Centre, 
    Saugeen First Nation.
Films by Indigenous Youth 
Co-Presentation: Wapikoni Cinema on Wheels 
Coast-to-Coast Tour 

Free Screening

9 pm @ Durham Arena  
Triangulation (Live Performance)
by Interference Ensemble: 
Tony Massett & Geoffrey Shea (Durham)

$5 per person or free with Festival Pass

Festival Pass $35

Saturday, July 29

1 pm  @ Breakfast Nook
Simple Cinematography Workshop 
by Ronan Bryson Productions (Durham) 

$35 or $25 with Festival Pass
Max. 10 participants.  Register early!

3 pm @Jest Arts 
First Things Don’t Come First 
Curator Tour & Talk 
Programmer: Native Art Department International; 
Maria Hupfield and Jason Lujan (NYC)

By Donation 

5 pm @ The Garafraxa Café
Pub Talks

7 pm @ Glencolton Farm
BBQ &  Body Land Identity
Projection by Ella Cooper

$10 for BBQ & programs or free with Festival Pass

Followed by  ...

9 pm 
Nature Lover
Programmer: Kate Barry (Vancouver)

10 pm 
Opposition/Unity (installation) 
Curator: Clayton Windatt 

Programs only: $5 or free with festival pass

Sunday, July 30

1 pm  @ The Garafraxa Café
Redefining a Nation
York U Dept. of Cinema & Media Arts Co- Presentation
Programmer: Caroline Klimek

Followed by ...
Death Barrel, Featuring Mamma Luciani
by Stefan Luciani (Toronto)

$5 or free with festival pass

Followed by ... 
Closing Party !

Festival at a Glance



Friday, July 28 - Sunday, July 30

10am to 5pm  @Jest Arts
First Things Don’t Come First 
Programmer: Native Art Department International 
Maria Hupfield & Jason Lujan (NYC)

Saturday, July 29

7 pm @ Glencolton Farm 
Body Land Identity 
by Ella Cooper

10:30 pm  @ Glencolton Farm 
Opposition/Unity Part II (Installation)
Curator: Clayton Windatt 

Workshop Info
Saturday, July 29

1 pm to 2:30pm  @ Breakfast Nook

Simple Cinematography 
by Ronan Bryson (Durham) 

This workshop will teach you how to shoot better video 
with any digital camera. It will cover the basics of lighting, 
how to create depth in a variety of ways, as well as basic 
image composition. The workshop will include some theory 
and practical tips. Smartphone, DSLR, or camcorder, these 
techniques will apply to every camera. 

Bring your own camera.

$35 ($10 off with Festival Pass)
Max. 10 participants so Register early!

Video Installations

New work by John Rasimus. Part of the First Things Don’t Come First program.



First Contact
USA, 2 mins, 2015, Animation/Comedy
Director: Steven Paul Judd (Kiowa/Choctaw)
Two Indigenous fellows debate on whether to let strangers from across 
the big water come ashore.

Indian
Canada, 2 mins, 2008, Short Comedy
Director: Darryl Nepinak (Saulteaux)
At the Canadian National Spelling Bee speller Darryl Nepinak struggles 
to spell a seemingly familiar word.

One of Granny Lil’s Amazing Stories
Canada, 2 mins, 2014, Animation/Comedy
Director: Alex Hueman (Gwa’Sala/’Nakwaxda’XW)
A grandmother retells a riveting and suspenseful story with a surprise 
ending that will leave you buckled over with laughter!

Other
USA, 5 mins, 2015, Short Comedy
Director: Rodrick Pocowatchit (Comanche/Pawnee/Shawnee)
A Native American man finds himself in a long line of applicants wait-
ing to apply for a job. While filling in the application, he notices a glar-
ing omission on the form and decides to point out to the interviewer 
what is hopefully only an error. 

Ronnie BoDean
USA, 13 mins, 2015, Short Drama/Comedy
Director: Steven Paul Judd (Kiowa/Choctaw)
Ronnie BoDean (film star Wes Studi) is the ultimate anti-hero: hungover, 
streetwise and badass, with a hustler’s heart of gold. When Ronnie 
faces his greatest challenge yet – babysitting his jailed neighbour’s 
precocious kids – the results are both hilarious and life affirming.

Indigenous Short Films 
from Turtle Island

Saturday, July 22, 2017 imagineNATIVE @ Sauble Beach

This collection of shorts films – made by Indigenous filmmakers from Canada and the USA – takes 

us on a journey from first contact to the future! Using humour and drama, these shorts tell remark-

able stories of resilience, love, cultural pride, and community empowerment. As nations of sto-

rytellers, Indigenous filmmakers are increasingly gaining recognition on the national and global 

stages; each of their films reminds us of the power of stories…to make us laugh, to make us cry, 

and to make us think the world can be a better place. 



Being Brown
Canada, 2 mins, 2012, Short Documentary
Director: Ziibi Cameron (Ojibway)
This heartfelt story showcases youth dancer and filmmaker Ziibi Cameron 
– from the Saugeen First Nation – and his reflections on cultural life as a 
powwow dancer.

Repercussions
Canada, 4 mins, 2013, Animation
Director: Terril Calder (Métis)
Repercussions examines the link Indigenous people have to the land and 
how we can hear its power if we only choose to listen. 

Cree Code Talker
Canada, 14 mins, 2016, Short Documentary
Director: Alexandra Lazarowich (Cree)
During the Second World War, the Allied Forces utilized Indigenous lan-
guage speakers to transmit coded messages that could not be broken. 
The contributions of Charles “Checker” Tomkins are revealed in this 
insightful look into how the Cree language was used as a vital secret 
weapon in combat.

The Grandfather Drum
Canada, 13 mins, 2016, Animation
Director: Michelle Derosier (Ojibway)
Revered for its healing powers by the Anishinabek of the upper Berens 
River, Naamowin’s drum can restore life. This stunning animation reveals 
the true story of how a drum designed to heal became trapped by colo-
nial forces designed to disrupt the delicate balance between the world 
above and the world below.

God’s Acre
Canada, 15 mins, 2016, Short Drama
Director: Kelton Stephanowich (Métis)
Lorne Cardinal stars in this unsettling, powerful short of a man determined 
to protect his land at all cost. As the water slowly rises in a frighteningly fa-
miliar future, the man must choose to abandon all that he knows or give 
in to the rising tide

Wakening
Canada, 9 mins, 2013, Short Drama
Director: Danis Goulet (Cree/Métis)
In the near future, the environment has been destroyed and society suf-
focates under a brutal military occupation. Weesakechak, a lone Cree 
wanderer and freedom fighter, searches an urban war zone to find the 
ancient and dangerous Weetigo in a desperate attempt to get the pow-
erful being to help in the fight against the occupiers.

Indigenous Short Films 
from Turtle Island

imagineNATIVE program continued



Programmed by Clayton Windatt (North Bay)
This showcase of short Indigenous films utilizes identity and cross-cultural politics to educate an audience on the 

state of current Indigenous relationships and rights. Using emotional states such as love, humour and anger, “Go 

“Pop-Culture” Yourself!” considers a variety of Indigenous perspectives all pushing towards higher understanding of 

self in relation to the land we all occupy.

Clayton Windatt, working as an Indigenous independent curator, sets forth to create a project that embraces 

working together through Indigenous terms. “Opposition / Unity” is an exploration and evaluation of roles, identity 

and control exploring ways of cross-cultural experience both through independent film and large-scale multi-arts 

collaboration. The notion of opposition and unity represents a timely response to (re)conciliation and how Cana-

da’s public has begun celebrating before any actual work has taken place to mend long broken relationships.

Spirit of Birth
Rebeka Tabobondung • 11:49m • 2015 • Canada • English
After a colonial legacy of silencing Indigenous women’s wisdom, a searching mother and 
midwives journey to unearth traditional birth practice. They call back their ancient birthright as 
life-givers, and breathe pride, identity, and tradition back to a struggling community.

Ronnie BoDean
Steven Paul Judd (Kiowa-Choctaw) • 12m • 2015 • USA • English
A larger-than-life outlaw who must shake off an epic hangover and use his street knowledge to 
take on his greatest challenge yet, babysitting his neighbour’s precocious kids.

Braids
Cole Forrest • 2:26m • 2016 • Canada • English
An Aboriginal man beaten to death from the hands of racist folk from a nearby town, the next 
day, his partner comes by to pick up the pieces.

Mikwendan
Lindsay Sarazin • 4:30m • 2016 • Canada • English
A girl struggling with a life of studying learns a valuable lesson
about her roots when she falls asleep.
Canada, English

She Spins
Daniel Couchie • 3m • 2016 • Canada • English
She Spins tells the story of a troubled girl who is passionate and full of life but hiding a dark side, 
featuring music by Binaeshee-Quae Couchie-Nabigon.

sweet night
Jessie Short • 5m • 2016 • Canada • English
Andy is a young Métis woman living in a big city. When a friend invites Andy to accompany 
her to a large city park where she introduces Andy to sweet grass, it sparks a night of surprising 
exploration and self-discovery, ultimately reconnecting Andy with her Indigenous roots.

The End of the World
Clayton Windatt • 6m • 2015 • Canada • English
Depicting a world where invasion is taking place destroying a way of life. One way of life 
being forced to end without identifying either the invaders or locals explores notions of Fear, 
Assimilation, Environment and Chaos.

Land Of the Silver Birch…Home of the Beaver 
Sara DeCarlo • 3:45m • 2015 • Canada • English
This short video is a parody of the Keep America Beautiful Ad Campaign originally starring 
Iron Eyes Cody. This adaptation is Canadian and stars James Whetung, an actor and wild 
rice guru from Curve Lake Ontario.

The Dancing Cop
Kelvin Redvers (Deninu K’ue) • 7m • 2013 • Canada • English
Two worlds collide in an unnerving musical number exploring the dark side of justice and the power of authority.

Go "Pop -Culture" Yourself! 

Thursday, July 27, 2017, 9pm @ Hanover Drive-In Theatre

Programmed by Clayton Windatt (North Bay)

(Indigenous Specific Showcase)



Opposition / Unity

Programmed by Clayton Windatt (North Bay)

Saturday, July 29, 2017, 10pm @ Hanover Drive-In Theatre

(Cross-Cultural Media Arts Installation)

Working with various regional artists, Windatt is initiating this projection-based installation facilitat-

ing the creation of several new abstract works collaboratively created by both Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous filmmakers. This night-based outdoor installation will be bright creating an immer-

sive environment addressing the theme of water and our future. Short-Abstractions / films currently 

being explored deal with all types of emotional states and range in format from experimental to 

narrative driven. Current planned themes include but are not limited to: division, resources, gener-

ational differences, land, water, healing and life from both sides of cultural situations. All program-

ming responds to the ideas of “Opposition / Unity” through representation and the act of creation 

itself. This is an Indigenous cross-cultural collaborative process allowing for learning and reflection 

while expressing individual artistic thought.

Image provided by Clayton Windatt with source material provided by Massimo Mullen-Lamb of Uttryck Magazine.



First Things 
Don't Come First

Kiinamit kiinamut (Face to Face), Laakkuluk Williamson Bathory , 2016 

Programmed by Native Art Department International 
(Maria Hupfield & Jason Lujan, NYC)

Friday, July 28 to Sunday, July 30, 2017
Opening Hours 10 to 5pm @ Jest Arts

Tour and Talk on Saturday, July 29 @3pm

First Things Don’t Come First is a video installation based around a site-specific construction that 

uses new and recycled materials with video displays and other materials integrated in the 

structure.

The six artists selected by Native Art Department International offer a unique array of viewpoints 

on land and landscape, but share a common motif of environment as active participant. Among 

the locations these artists operate in is Canada, Sweden, Japan, Greenland; many operate from 

two countries. Video screens deployed along and within the framework of the structure invite 

viewers to consider placement and location of video works along with what they are showing. 

Mixed in are common objects and visual motifs that stand in for human activity such as labor, 

ceremony, and communication, and commerce. What came First, whether it be physical, en-

vironmental, spiritual, mythical, cerebral, emotional, or accidental, is the starting point for these 

videos.



First Things 
Don't Come First

A couple drives through Tokyo on a scooter, the passen-

ger holding a bullhorn and a taxidermied crow; a view 

from a speeding car of a field in the Phillipines on fire; a 

mist creeps over a forest in Scotland, assuming shapes 

that evoke human gestures; a cartoon cowboy inter-

acts with Swedish furniture and forest spirits; two view-

ers contemplate a New York City museum exhibition of 

early man, and its many meanings and misdirections;  a 

woman applies facepaint in forward and reverse against 

a Greenland landscape.

The site of Durham, Ontario, one of the first ever self-

sustaining communities in Canada, is an excellent 

location to present this video work by six artists that 

initiate a dialogue on manifestations of the land. The 

installation method itself invites viewers to consider 

how history, space, and material, are implicated in 

everything we do and every decision we make.

Programme

Black of Death, Chim Pom, 2013 
New work by John Rasimus
Spirit, Jill McDonald, 2013
New work by Adam Khalil and Zack Khalil, 2017
Aurora, Jennifer Berklich, 2016
Kiinamit kiinamut (Face to Face), Laakkuluk Williamson 
Bathory , 2016

continued



Always Ours

Curated by Elwood Jimmy and jes sachse

Friday, July 28, 2017, 5pm @ The Garafraxa Cafe

Over the past year, as both collaborators and friends, we have shared and discussed several ideas around our mutual inter-

ests and passions. A significant connective tissue to these conversations is the body. We talk and think a lot about accessibil-

ity, about movement, about navigation, about dancing, about voice, about resisting and confronting dominant structures 

that actively seeks the marginalization and erasure of particular bodies. We think deeply about self-care, self-preservation, 

and self-determination for the bodies we inhabit, for the communities we are members of, and for the individual narratives 

and collective histories we hold within our bodies. The work we do is an extension of our bodies as vessels. Within our own 

individual practices, there is an underlying current of building and holding space for a myriad of truths, experiences, stories, 

reactions, revelations, reflections, and at times, difficult conversations. 

We host this screening in 2017, a marker of time that means many things to many people. For some it marks the 150th an-

niversary of something we now refer to as Canada. For some it marks a time of a process and discourse we refer to as Truth 

and Reconciliation. We mention these two concepts for a context, not to center them within our process. It’s quite the con-

trary. Both of those structures are inadequate containers for holding the breadth of languages, knowledge, history, stories, 

experiences, love, magic, trauma, of the bodies and beings of this landscape. It’s like trying to hold an ocean in a coffee 

cup. If 2017 functions a marker of time for us, then it is a time where we recognized that we were a blip on an infinite timeline, 

where we worked collaboratively to dismantle the containers that didn’t work for us - that exclude us, that don’t hold us, or 

kindly, tenderly and highly regard and carry us - and co-design and build new ones, largely through a process of de-center-

ing and re-centering. 

What does the new container/structure look like? We don’t have a definitive answer for that. Nor would we want to have 

one. But we humbly submit with this platform offered to us, a selection of voices who think deeply, lovingly, radically, ten-

derly, inclusively, and innovatively about what this structure - this nascent space - should and could look like. It is designed 

by Indigenous women and 2 Spirit peoples. It holds the spectrum of our stories, our trauma, our love, our spirits. It privileges a 

diverse relationship with time, with space, with the land, with the universe, with magic. It is inclusive of all the beings that we 

share this world with. It privileges poetry, music, and laughter. It honors gender diversity and is sex-positive. It re-centers all that 

was relegated to myth when the colonial complex was implemented. It is governed and nourished by the land. It is many 

languages. It is simultaneously ancient and contemporary.  It is always ours to dream and to embody.

How to Steal a Canoe, Amanda Strong. 2016



MICRO COMEDIES MACRO TRAGEDIES
jes sachse, 2016, 4 MIN
What does it mean to be happy? What does it meme to be happy? Micro Comedies, 
Macro Tragedies is a poetic meditation on the reliance on screen-based technologies 
to mediate sadness when those technologies are often at the root of uncomfortable 
feelings. In light of this contradiction, Micro Comedies, Macro Tragedies proposes a non-
technological perseverance as a means of existing otherwise. Captions throughout are 
sourced from a conversation between Louis CK and Conan O’Brien on the topic of true 
happiness.

SIGHT 
THIRZA CUTHAND, 2012, 4 MIN
Super 8 footage layered with Sharpie marked lines and circles obscuring the image illus-
trates the story of the filmmaker’s experience with temporary episodes of migraine related 
blindness and her cousin’s self-induced blindness later in life. Paralleling the experience 
of Blindness with Mental Illness, Cuthand deftly elucidates that any of us could lose any of 
our abilities at any time.

IT’S NOT YOUR FAULT 
RAVEN DAVIS, 2015, 4 MIN
It’s Not Your Fault is a short movie about the violence of online comments made towards 
Indigenous people, specifically Indigenous Women, children and 2 Spirit people. Bringing 
attention to the negligence of online/social media outlets allowing hate speech in Cana-
da.

WOMB 
FALLON SIMARD, 2016, 2 MIN
Womb functions as the interior view of a uterus and examines what it means to begin 
nation building, and further, what Indigenous women and Two Spirit peoples are doing 
already to build their nations. 

SWEAT 
KRISTIN SNOWBIRD, 2016, 4 MIN
A sweat lodge ceremony cannot be documented. In this film, I recreate my experience and what brought me to the sweat lodge with a 
metaphorical and poetic interpretation of this beautiful ceremony.

HAND DRUMS 
LOUIS-PHILLIP MOAR, 2014, 3 MIN
Hand Drums is the story of the Red Rockerz who go to the studio to record their new song.

I STILL BELIEVE 
RAVEN DAVIS, 2015, 3 MIN
As a child, I believed unicorns were real and as I grew, I believed love was also real. Like unicorns, the idea of love has been this humbling 
journey that shifts, transforms into different realms that have been both painful and beautiful and as such, my fascination and hope with 
unicorns and love still remains one I cherish profoundly.

JUST DANDY 
THIRZA CUTHAND, 2013, 8 MIN
Invited to speak at an Indigenous Revolutionary Meeting, the narrator describes an intimate encounter with an Evil Colonizing Queen 
which leads to Turtle Island’s contraction of an invasive European flora.

RETURNING 
ELIZABETH LAPENSÉE, 2015, 4 MIN
Stories of space canoes and space/time travel across dimensions unravel to “Trade Song” by the Métis Fiddler Quartet in the experimental 
stop motion 

HOW TO STEAL A CANOE 
AMANDA STRONG, 2016, 5 MIN
How to Steal A Canoe is a song telling, on one hand telling the story of a young Nishnaabeg woman and an old Nishnaabeg man rescu-
ing a canoe from a museum and returning it to the lake it was meant to be with, and on a deeper level, of stealing back the precious 
parts of us, that were always ours in the first place. The spoken lyrics are by Nishnaabeg poet Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, and the 
original score is by Cree cellist Cris Derksen.

THE OLDEST TREE IN THE WORLD 
CARA MUMFORD + LEANNE SIMPSON, 2017, 5 MIN
“The Oldest Tree in the World” is a love song to the oldest sugar maple in the region, living just outside of Peterborough in Mark S. Burnham 
Provincial Park. This grandmother tree, one of our oldest living relations, has witnessed over 500 years of history. 

Always Ours
continued



Co-presentation: Wapikoni Cinema on Wheels Coast-to-Coast Tour

Friday, July 28, 2017, 8:30 pm @ James Mason Centre, 
Saugeen First Nation

Wapikoni 
Cinema on Wheels Tour

Saugeen First Nation is one stop on a tour 

travelling west to east, covering 10 Ca-

nadian provinces and stopping in 100 

Indigenous communities and 50 cities. The 

Wapikoni, Cinema on Wheels tour is part of 

“Wapikoni From Coast to Coast: Reconcili-

ation Through the Media Arts”, a project 

under the patronage of the Canadian 

Commission for UNESCO and supported by 

the Government of Canada.

“One of Wapikoni’s most cherished dreams 

has come true: Making the voices of Indig-

enous youth who we have worked with for 

over 13 years echo throughout Canada, 

establishing a dialogue between communi-

ties of all origins through their films. 

These works are a unique part of Indigenous 

cultural heritage,” says Manon Barbeau, 

Executive Director of Wapikoni. Wapikoni 

Mobile is a travelling audiovisual and musi-

cal creation studio dedicated to Indigenous

youth. Since 2004, Wapikoni has visited over 

20 Nations and accompanied thousands of

participants who worked to direct close 

to 1,000 short films translated into several 

languages. These films have received 145 

awards and honours at national and inter-

national festivals.

Selected Short Films by Indigenous Youth



Triangulation

Triangulation is a performance piece that slips out of Shakespeare’s play “King Lear,” develops a new twist on the 

characters and their motivations, then rejoins the dark drama before it reaches its grisly conclusion. We don’t see 

the short-sighted king forcing his daughters into a competition of love, nor the malice they heap on him as a result. 

And we don’t see the bloody ending where, unsurprisingly, everyone dies! Instead we are presenting a particular 

analytical enquiry into the psychic makeup and ensuing consequences that stem from these circumstances.

The performance weaves together several themes regarding parenting, social hierarchy and death. 

The initial impetus and irreverent decision to set our own agenda within a moment in King Lear stems from the 

unending stream of interpretations that dominate English theatre and film, and the struggles with the archaic 

language and historically distant references and humour. 

We temporarily exit the play in Act 3, Scene 2, where Lear and two companions are caught in a storm on the bar-

ren heath, as the King is slipping deeper into madness. From here we are able to develop a vocabulary of verbal 

and visual metaphors that probe the contrast between Lear’s self-indulgent and miserable journey, and that of his 

three daughters and their self-reflecting musings on his and their familial dysfunction.

Unlike Lear, the three women are able to exist outside the play and engage in a psychological reading from the 

perspective of actors playing roles born of a male writer’s imagination. They can subsequent-ly re-dramatize these 

roles outside of Shakespeare’s narrative. They move from the historical world of guile, subterfuge and female 

hysteria, to a contemporary and more subtly perverse world, where they are shaped through the lens of psycho-

therapy.

Interference Ensemble
Jacintha Braithwaite, Grace Bridgman, Jim Grant, Pam Hopwood,
Tony Massett, Basha Mayo, Anne Noble, Jon Radojkovic, Heather Saumer, 
Geoffrey Shea, Doug Tielli, Stefan Till, Cynthia Wekesa

Friday, July 28, 2017, 9 pm @ Durham Arena

Multi-media live performance by Interference Ensemble

We gratefully acknowledge the support of the 

King of Wastewater, from Triangulation, 2017.

an Ontario government agency
un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario



Shelley Niro’s Niagara, 2015 
The first video in the program is Shelley Niro’s Niagara. As the description of the video tells us, “Niagara originally called Ongniaahra, a 
Mohawk word, from the Haudenosaunee Nations,” confirming the Haudenosaunee connection to the falls long before white man en-
countered them. Niagara challenges us to question colonial narratives around inclusion and exclusion, naming and being named, loss 
and belonging. Set in the lush landscape of Niagara Falls, Ontario the viewer looks to the “thundering falls” while the artist tells a personal 
story of a friend she had last seen in this location. Describing this video as a “story of love and loss” Niro points to the connection between 
language, the earth and Canada’s First Nations. 

Two Coupling Insects Teach Latin, 2014
In this video, we watch the artist Jorge Lozano as he watches a woman, Alexandra Gelis, in a meadow 
filming two beetles mating. Through this spilt-screen interplay of watching and being watched, Lozano asks 
a series of questions exposing a structure of naming in western capitalism by using the Latin terms of the 
plants and other species surrounding the artists in the field. Lozano contemplates, what does nature tell us 
about ourselves? Why are we here? What is our role? How do we co-habitat with other species? How do 
we create new ways of being with nature? Instead of providing us with answers, the audience is asked to 
acknowledge our relationship to our own natural environment.

Geoffrey Pugen’s Zenith, 2008. 
This video takes place during an Utopics workshop, a program designed by Scott Martin, based out of 
Canada as an online course with a retreat component that is located in Northern Canada. Zenith dra-
matically illustrates the fluid nature of identity and desire through performance, ritual and ceremony. In 
this video, the audience is witness to an intimate process of metamorphosis and transformation of self into 
other as Claudia Wittmann, who today identifies as claude wittmann experiences very real identity re-
search. I suggest, wittmann’s visceral experience of transformation acts as an allegory for his personal life 
coming-out as transgendered years after the program ended. This video follows wittmann as they progress 
through the Utopics retreat slowly losing their human identity and morphing into their online animal avatar. 

Deirdre Logue’s video Pond, 2011 
Pond elicits that sensual feeling of placing your toes in a cool, gentle green-blue pond in heat of sum-
mertime. This relaxed, idyllic sensation is instantly met with a state of apprehension as goldfish appear 
from the depths and chew on pieces of bread attached to the toes of the artist. Positioning her body in 
simultaneous states of calm and anxiety this work threatens the audience’s comfort by provoking feelings 
of the unknown, the unnamed, and the strange in relation to the corporeal. I understand this work to be a 
metaphor for desire and compassion towards the unknown, or bodily difference. What is sexuality if not a 
somatic relationship between body and other that is charged with pleasure, sensation and often anxiety?

Nature Lover
Saturday, July 29, 2017, 9pm @ Glencolton Farm

The six experimental short videos by Cana-

dian and Indigenous artists in Nature Lover 

explore nature, desire and the human body 

by reimagining our relationship to gender 

and identity. The program features: Shelley 

Niro’s Niagara, Jorge Lozano’s Two Coupling 

Insects Teach Latin, Geoffrey Pugen’s Zenith, 

Deirdre Logue’s Pond, Lisa Birke’s Babe in the 

Woods Trilogy and Kent Monkman’s Group of 

Seven Inches.

Curated by Kate Barry

Niagara,  Shelley Niro, 2015.



Babe in the Woods Trilogy, 2012
Armed with a sense of humour Lisa Birke tackles the great Canadian land-
scape in Babe in the Woods Trilogy. Truly awkward in these natural surround-
ings Birke pushes naked through the wild reeds, ploughs through the heavy 
snow in bare feet and self-consciously places her naked body next to trees 
in the forest. Birke plays with the outmoded idea that the female body is at 
home in nature and that the female body, like the land, is not something that 
can be controlled and dominated. 

Group of Seven Inches, 2005 
Bringing into play Two Spirit and queer visibility through a parody of the silent film era, the final video in 
the program, Group of Seven Inches, by Kent Monkman and Gisèle Gordon features the antics of Miss 
Chief Eagle Testickle, Cree artist Kent Monkman’s alter-ego and performance persona. Miss Chief single-
handedly disrupts white systems of colonial power by connecting sex, art and the human body with hu-
mour. Her wit and trickery undermines racist and homophobic hierarchies in the canon of Canadian art 
history by subverting the diaries of two colonial, 19th century “painters of ‘Indians’,” George Catlin and 
Paul Kane. Miss Chief flips the power dynamic transforming the contemptuous writings on the “romantic 
savage” into a complete farce. 

Co-Presentation with York University

Redefining a Nation

Sunday, July 30, 2017, 1 pm @ The Garafraxa Café

Curated by Caroline Klimek

This programme is a moment of reflection post Canada150 celebrations on what it means to be a nation. Now 

that the fireworks have come to a close and half a billion dollars has been spent, I question who are we celebrat-

ing and what kind of nation are we building. Broadcaster, Advocate and Pop Culture Philosopher Jesse Wente 

reframes Canada150 away from 150 years of nation building to a focus on families and communities by translating 

150 years into a generational count. 150 years is seven generations. Seven generations of indigenous people that 

have lost their language, culture, identity and sovereignty because of the nation we call Canada.  

How do we define a nation? What does it mean to be a citizen of that nation? What happens (to the nation and 

its citizens) when a nation is not recognized? Pulitzer Prize winning author Junot Diaz stated, “What makes a nation 

is the counter-nation. The nation is its silences, its exclusions and who are left out of the formula.” This programme 

puts the spotlight on those who are forgotten, excluded and overlooked in the name of the nation. 

The focus of this programme is to present the best films from students at York University’s Cinema and Media Arts 

program. Our film program is made up of some brilliant individuals from around the world. I want to highlight their 

incredible work but also their perspective/voice on nationhood/citizenship and how that complicates an already 

problematic history of Canada. With films from various undergraduate and graduate classes from the past year 

this compilation of films emphasizes the responsibility of nations to consider different perspectives and provides a 

moment of self-reflection on our own position of citizenship and nation within this land that belongs to the 

Saugeen Obijway Nation traditional territory. 

Nature Lover
stills



minor Disturbances
Various times at Various locations

A little off-beat. Somewhat abrupt and disjointed. Inspired more by the pull-ups and interruptions of DJs from my 

native Jamaica than by tried and true curatorial practices, my programming methodology addresses the site on 

which we are presenting, and hitchhiking, with the programmers’ permission, on their program. By maintaining 

some distance through timing and clarity, these works introduce the audience to the site, before transitioning to 

the main program. 

Things I Can’t Tell You, Randall Okita, 2015, 28min
Saturday, July 22 @Sunset @ Sauble Beach
Opening night begins with Okita’s frightening but beautiful, Things I Can’t Tell You, prior to ImagineNATIVE’s program. In a 
dance with the famous sunset of Sauble Beach, we watch Okita’s body, set on fire, traverse the screen towards its middle 
and then back again. The multiplicity of associations that come with this image set the stage for an opening up; a birthing; 
and a surviving. 

I Am Anishnabe, Allison Ladd, 2016, 3:50min
Thursday, July 27, @9pm @Hanover Drive-In Theatre
On the largest screen in our festival, Ladd’s film will mirror the pride of her home com-
munity, Saugeen First Nation. For non-Anishinabe people, it gives us insight to devel-
op our understanding of the deep belonging associated with this territory. It reminds 
us of our obligations to understand and respect the rich and vibrant culture of the 
people on whose land we live. It forces us to ask ourselves, if we are settlers, who are 
the people we need to answer to in recognizing our own status as treaty people and 
stewards of the land.

Triangulation, Interference Ensemble, Live,approx. 60 min
Friday, July 28 @9pm @Durham Arena
Durham’s Interference Ensemble (Tony Massett and Geoffrey Shea and many community members) gets to the heart of a 
Shakespearean play by creating work in concert with and for the local community. This multi-media live performance is their 
largest scale work ever. Extrapolating from King Lear, Interference draws the wider community into their visioning of psycho-
logical states. 

V-Formation from the BODY LAND IDENTITY project, Ella Cooper
Saturday, July 29 @7pm @Glencolton Farm 
Just south of the Rocky Saugeen and north of so-called Darkie’s Corners, BODY 
LAND IDENTITY, will be projected. Echoing the formation of Canadian migratory birds, 
the work respects the resilience and continuing presence of Black settlers, and in 
particular, Black women, in Durham and area.

Death Barrel, Stefan Luciani, 2016, 7min
Sunday, July 30 @1pm @The Garafraxa Café 
Finally, Stefan Luciani’s, Death Barrel, is a short, humourous film starring his grandmother, Elia (Mamma) Luciani. Stefan is Tony 
Luciani’s (Durham) son; Tony’s photography project with Mama became a local and international phenomenon. In Stefan’s 
film, Mama goes through extraordinary lengths to protect her garden, and as such, becomes an allegory for the aging im-
migrant condition in Canada, holding onto traditional values while surrounded by a different culture and time. Death Barrel 

closes the festival.

Curated by Debbie Ebanks Schlums



Programmer Bios

Kate Barry. I received my BFA from Emily Carr University of Art & Design (2000), and my MFA from the University of Ottawa (2009). My 
art practice investigates the performative capacities of the human body through video, drawing and
performance art. I have exhibited and performed at the National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa), Carleton University Art Gallery (Ottawa), 
Galerie SAW Gallery (Ottawa), The Rider Project (New York City), Glad Day Event Space (Toronto) as well as LINK & PIN performance 
art series (Montreal). I have also self-produced work at the Vancouver Art Gallery (Vancouver), Muse d’Orsay (Paris, France) and Art 
Gallery of Ontario (Toronto). Currently, I work as the Project Manager for LIVE! Biennale, Vancouver. From 2014-2017, I worked as 
the Submissions and Communication Coordinator at Vtape, a distribution organization in Toronto. From 2013 -2016, I was the project 
manager for More Caught in the Act: An Anthology of Performance Art by Canadian Women, ed. Johanna Householder and Tanya Mars, co-
published by YYZ publications; FADO Performance Art Centre; and Artexte (2016).

Elwood Jimmy is recently of Guelph, Canada, working as the program coordinator for Musagetes, an arts foundation with a current 
international presence in Italy, Croatia, Brazil and Senegal. He is originally from the Thunderchild First Nation, an Indigenous 
community located in the northern plains region of Turtle Island. For over a decade he has played a leadership role in several col-
laborative arts projects and organizations within a variety of communities and contexts. After moving to Toronto in 2012, he worked 
for a number of film festivals in the city including the Planet in Focus Environmental Film Festival, the aluCine Latin Film + Media 
Arts Festival, the 8 Fest, the imagineNative Film + Media Arts Festival, the Regent Park Film Festival and the Images Festival. From 
2014-15, he was the Administrative Director with Red Pepper Spectacle Arts, a community arts organization that works primarily with 
Toronto’s Indigenous community, and maintains a working partnership with the organization. As well, he programs for Bold as Love and 
Ombassin, multidisciplinary collectives that present new works by Indigenous artists and artists of Colour throughout the Greater To-
ronto Area. He has curated visual, media and performance art projects for a number of centres including A Space Gallery, Gallery 101, 
Ace Art, the Dunlop Art Gallery, and Paved Arts, among others.

Debbie Ebanks Schlums is a multidisciplinary artist, writer and artistic director of the Fabulous Festival of Fringe Film. Born in 
Jamaica and raised in Canada, she has lived and worked in Jamaica, Canada, Switzerland and Germany. Her art practice explores themes 
of identity, migration, and trauma. She was a founding member of the Out of a War Zone and To Lemon Hill Collectives, both address-
ing the Syrian refugee crisis. Her work has been shown at various public art galleries and community events. She is the recipient 
of various awards including the DAC Reed T. Cooper Bursary, the Ginny Kleker Award for Commitment to the Arts, two OAC Visual Arts 
Grants and an Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Fellowship.  Debbie holds degrees in Philosophy, Political Science and International 
Relations and studied Visual and Critical Studies and Social Practice at the California College of the Arts. She lives in Mulmur, 
Ontario.

Caroline Klimek is a researcher and film programmer based in Toronto, ON. She is a second year PhD student studying in the Cinema and 
Media Arts department at York University, focusing on the impact Canadian funding and policy stakeholders have on film festivals’ new 
media programmes and exhibition practices. Her other research interests include emerging technologies, media archaeology, archives, 
expanded cinema and media industry studies.

Jason Lujan and Maria Hupfield work as Native Art Department International, a collaborative project focusing on communication plat-
forms and alternative systems of community support, at the same time functioning as emancipation from identity-based artwork.
Maria Hupfield (born in Parry Sound, Ontario on Georgian Bay, Canada) is a member of Wasauksing First Nation, Ontario, and is cur-
rently based in Brooklyn, NY. Recently selected as a featured international artist for SITE Santa Fe 2016 and the Distinguished 
Visiting Artist Program, University of British Columbia, she received recognition in the USA from the prestigious Joan Mitchell 
Foundation for her hand-sewn industrial felt sculptures. Hupfield was awarded a long term Canada Council for The Arts Grant to make 
work in New York with her nine-foot birchbark canoe made of industrial felt assembled and performed in Venice, Italy for the pre-
miere of Jiimaan, coinciding with the Venice Biennale 2015. Hupfield is an advocate of native community arts and activism; Founder of 
7th Generation Image Makers, Native Child and Family Services of Toronto, a native youth arts and mural outreach program in downtown 
Toronto.  Jason Lujan (born in Marfa, Texas, USA) has lived in New York City since 2001. His multi-disciplinary work is invested in 
normalizing contemporary Native American content within the global cultural fabric. Previous exhibitions and performances include the 
Heard Museum, Phoenix, AZ; the National Museum of the American Indian, NY, NY; the Curibita Biennial in Brazil; Continental de Artes 
Indígenas Contemporáneas at the Museo Nacional de Culturas Populares, Mexico City; International Print Center of New York City; and 
recent solo installations at the Museum of Contemporary Native Art in Santa Fe. Jason occasionally curates, and co-organizes programs 
and exhibitions in New York City; in 2014 he curated the exhibition Zines Plus and the World of ABC No Rio at the New York Center for 
Book Arts.

jes sachse is at the forefront of a renewal of disability art, justice and culture in Canada. Presently living in Toronto, jes is an 
artist, writer and performer whose work focuses on disability culture in ways that refuse to reduce or bracket out the messy com-
plexities of difference.  Their work & writing has appeared inNOW Magazine, The Peak, CV2 -The Canadian Journal of Poetry and Criti-
cal Writing, Mobilizing Metaphor: Art, Culture and Disability Activism in Canada, and the 40th Anniversary Edition of Our Bodies, 
Ourselves.

Born in St. Catherines, Clayton Windatt has lived in the Northeastern region of Ontario for most of his life. He is a Métis arts 
administrator currently working as an independent curator. After working as the Director of the White Water Gallery Artist-Run Cen-
tre in North Bay, Ontario for 7 years he now pursues his own practice of art creation and dissemination. Clayton holds a BA in Fine 
Art from Nipissing University and received his Graphic Design certification from Canadore College. He works actively with several 
arts organizations locally, provincially and nationally on committees and boards of directors including working with the Aboriginal 
Curatorial Collective for the past 4 years. Clayton maintains contracted positions with Canadore College’s REP21 theatre program and 
works as a columnist for the North Bay Nipissing News producing a weekly arts column for the Nipissing District. He works with the 
ON THE EDGE fringe festival and is a member of the Future In Safe Hands Collective. He aids Aanmitaagzi with their different commu-
nity arts events and contributes actively as a writer, designer, curator, performer, theatre technician, consultant and is an active 
visual and media artist.
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Durham is located in Grey Bruce County 
at the intersection of Hwy 6 and Hwy 4 
between Flesherton and Walkerton.
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JULY 22 to JULY 30

To Saugeen First Nation, James Mason Centre, 1hr
To Sauble Beach 1hr

To Hanover Drive-In 20 min
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www.fabfilmfest.ca
www.facebook.com/fabfilmfest
www.instagram.com/fabfilmfest.ca
twitter.com/FabfilmfestCa

We’re providing transporta-
tion for some events. Please 
check our website and social 
media for updates on routes 
and times.


